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EMS Update 
By: Monica Harrop 

 
Although purchasing an electric vehicle may be more costly      
upfront, there are a number of benefits that make the switch well 
worth it. EVs are cheaper to maintain because the engine has far 

less moving parts than a conventional engine. They are also cheaper to run seeing as the 
electricity to charge works out to be around a third as much as the cost of gasoline for the 
same type of car—and it’s free for employees to charge at Hydraflow!  
 
Electric vehicles don’t only reduce costs for the owner, they reduce cost to the environment, 
as well. By choosing to drive an EV you are helping to reduce harmful air pollution from    
exhaust emissions; EV’s have zero exhaust emissions! Also, Hydraflow’s charging stations 

are powered by renewable solar        
energy, which reduces greenhouse gas 
emissions even further. This leads to 
better air quality, and will lead to less 
health problems and costs associated 
with air pollution. Electric vehicles are 
also quieter than conventional vehicles, 
which means less noise pollution. 
Choosing to drive an EV is a major step 
towards reducing your carbon  footprint. 
 
Hydraflow has a total of 22 charging 

stations available to all employees for use during normal business hours at no cost!       
Currently 14 Hydraflow employees are registered to use the car charging stations and we 
hope more will soon follow. If you are in the market for a new car, you may want to consider 
making the switch to an electric vehicle and powering up while you work. In the long run, 
your wallet and the environment will thank you! 
 
Please inform HR if you make the switch to an electric vehicle, so we can register your     
vehicle and get you set up to charge!  
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Now that face masks are part of our every day wardrobe, here are some do’s and don’ts of 
mask wearing. 
 
DO: 

 Make sure your hands are clean when putting on your mask.  

 Ensure the mask fully covers your nose, mouth and is stretched gently over your chin. 

 Make sure your mask fits snugly over your face and does not require constant             

adjustments. 

 If your mask has a metal edge above the nose, pinch it so that it gently presses on the 

bridge of your nose.  

 When removing your mask, do so by holding only the ear loops.  

 If you have a reusable mask make sure to wash it after each use. If you are using       

disposable masks, dispose of them after each use. 

DON’T: 

 Do not touch the front of your mask once it is on. Touching the front can transmit        

unwanted germs to and from your mask. 

 Do not wear the mask below your nose or so it covers only the tip of your nose. 

 Do not leave your chin exposed. 

 Do not push your mask down under your chin to rest on your neck. 

 Do not wear your mask loosely with gaps on the sides.  

Kyla will be on-site every Tuesday and we strongly encourage all employees to get tested each 

week. Testing is quick, convenient and covered by our insurance. You will have your results within 

24 hours, and with that, have peace of mind knowing that you aren’t spreading an infectious        

disease to co-workers, friends and family. If that isn't incentive enough, employees who test will be 

entered in weekly and monthly raffles with the chance to win some awesome prizes. 
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Safe Lifting – Best Practices to Reduce Back Injures 
By Insurance Company of the West  

 

WHAT’S AT STAKE?  
 

Back injuries are some of the most prevalent and hardest-to-prevent injuries on the job. According to 

the Bureau of Labor Statistics, more than one million workers suffer back injuries each year, and back 

injuries account for one of every five workplace injuries or illnesses. These types of injuries account for 

a large majority of worker’s compensation claims every year.  
 

WHAT’S THE DANGER?  
 

Most of us know when we've hurt our backs. Pain in the lower back is usually the first signal that an    

injury has occurred. Another signal is feeling fine while in a resting state but suffering lower back pain 

when sitting down or getting up. Back injuries often occur when:  an individual is lifting up an object,   

using improper lifting techniques such as lifting with the back and not the legs, lifting an object that is 

too heavy for the individual, twisting while lifting or carrying objects, or repetitive lifting during a work 

task. 
 

HOW TO PROTECT YOURSELF  
 

Eliminate– The best way to protect individuals against back injuries is to eliminate as many lifts as    

possible during the work day. Using equipment such as forklifts, hand carts and dollies are the best 

ways to achieve this.  
 

Engineering Controls– Setup work areas that are ergonomically friendly to all employees.  
 

Administrative Controls– Use the buddy system when lifting any awkward or heavy objects.  
 

Personal Protective Equipment – Back supports or back belts have not shown to be overly effective in 

preventing back injuries. These devices often create a false sense of security when completing lifts.   

Individuals should focus on stretching and using proper 

lifting techniques over using a back belt to keep them 

safe.  
 

The following must be done to prevent or reduce back  

injuries: 

Plan your lift: Look at what you're going to pick up to     

determine if it's too heavy or awkward to move alone. You 

may need to get help or use a hand cart. Position       

yourself: stand close to the object and place your feet 

shoulder width apart. Balance yourself by placing one foot 

slightly of the other. Bend down: Squat down, bending at 

the knees and not the waist. Keep your chin tucked into 

your chest and back as straight as possible. And lift: Use 

your thigh muscles to slowly lift your body. Don't twist if 

you need to turn. Move your feet instead of your trunk.  

Victor Juarez won this  
quarters $100 safety lotto!  


